Welcome to the Brooklands Museum Easter Egg Trail
Step 1. To complete this trail print these instructions out or get a spare piece of paper and a pencil
to write down your answers.
Step 2. You’ll need access to our Interactive Map either on a laptop or mobile phone
www.brooklandsmuseum.com/interactive-map
Step 3. Solve each clue in the trail on the second page to find the exhibitions on the Interactive Map.
You may have to click on each pinned exhibit and read the information given to solve the clue.
step 4. Once you have found all the exhibit, click the link and visit each individual webpage. Find
the hidden Easter Egg on that webpage. The Easter Egg will have a letter written on it.
Step 4. Fill the spaces below with each letter to find the hidden answer. Once you’ve collected all
the letters you can work out the name of our special area. Find this on the map and click the explore
link again to see if you’re right...

Enter the letters here

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Congratulations! You’ve found our special item. Fill in your details on the form and enter our
competition to win a Family Ticket to Brooklands Museum!

Caesar’s Cipher Wheel

How to use: Find each letter in
your coded message on the outer
wheel. Each outer letter will ‘match
up’ with a letter on the inner
wheel, which is the true letter. As
you transform each coded letter
into its true letter, you will find
your de-coded message.

Morse Code

How to use: Each set of dots
and dashes matches up to a
letter or number. As you decode each set of dots and
dashes into its true letter or
number, you will find your
hidden message.

The Easter Egg Trail
1. Using Caesar’s

Cipher Wheel above,
de-code the following
name and write the
answer below:

V H G V H K W X

2. Find the name of the

exhibition that displays
the Brooklands-built
Vickers Vimy, pictured
in the next image. Write
the answer below:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. Using the Morse
Code Key, de-code the
aircraft name below.
Find the exhibition
area it’s located in.

…- -.-. .---- -----

_ _ _ _

4. Name the building
with the following
rooms inside: The
Ladies’ Reading
Room, the Clerk of the
Course’s Office and
Art Gallery.

5. Find the exhibition
that was designed
design by Barnes
Wallis and looks like
the bottom of a space
ship. Write the answer
here:

6. What is the name of
the exhibition which
houses the Napier
Railton, pictured in the
next image?

7. Using the Morse Code Key, de-code
the building name below.

.- ...- .-. ---

... .... . -..

___ _ ___ _

8. Using Caesar’s Cipher Wheel, decode the message below to find the
exhibition title:

Y E B Z A M

______

L A X W

____

